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About This Game

Experience both sides of dungeon crawling in Heroes of Shadow Guard! Navigate deadly labyrinth dungeons and design your
own in this ground-breaking cross-platform MMO. Place the walls, guards, traps, and more before heading out to raid opponent

labyrinths in classic first-person turn-based combat. Unlock new heroes, new gear, and new labyrinth guards. Conquer 2 full
single player sagas, climb the multiplayer leaderboards, and challenge friends to custom matches.

Build your own Labyrinth Dungeon - decide the layout, guards, traps, and more.

Raid other player labyrinths in 3D turn-based combat.

Challenge friends or faction members to Custom Matches.

Play the same account on your PC, Android, and iOS devices.
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Title: Heroes of Shadow Guard
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Iron 27
Publisher:
Iron 27
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.4 gigahertz (GHz) or faster

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics device with WDDM 1.0 or higher driver

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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I can't believe they charge $25 STANDARD for this junk, It should be on sale for $.99 at MOST just to allow people to gamble
and see if it MIGHT work. I just installed it and none of the tests work, all give me errors that bring up nothing on google or
their website. It's pretty pathetic when a free version of something works better than the paid one. Disgusting.. ow my finger. Is
this worth a couple of dollars? Absolutly! Does it come with a great amount of content? Absolutly not!
It's one map, one type of gun, one type of gamemode and one goal: Kill as many ducks as you can within a timelimit. What it
does offer though is sharp 8-bit graphics, lots of cool explosions, tons of wild shooting, a lot of fun and did I mension an insane
amount of ducks?

If you have a couple of dollars, buy it. If you don't, then get some. I only wish there was more gamemodes, levels and more
weapons, but for the price you really can't expect it.. Game constantly crashes when reaching the 3rd round with 4 players.

Refunded until they fix the issue.. This is a tentative recommend. Personally I think PM2 is better, the endings here seem much
shorter and it just feels less complex than PM2. However, all that isn't the reason for the tentative recommend. The major issue
appear to be in translating/porting this to a modern computer. Text can advance far too quickly to read for example. From the
youtube video I saw of their port of PM2 the problem is with more than just the PM3 port.

What concerns me about supporting these localizations is that everything I have seen of the PM2 port indicates that the
translation is worse than SoftEgg's. Though the MS-Dos version could also run into text speed issues on computers more
advanced than it was designed to run on.

That said I told myself way back when I played a copy of the leaked SoftEgg localization that I would support these games if
they got an english release. So that is what I have done. Even if I don't play PM2 again, though I should just so I can compare
the localizations, the simple fact is I got plenty of hours out of it a decade and half? ago. So this is me paying up now that there
is someone to take my money.. Honestly like this more than way of the samurai 4. Much larger maps more challenging reminds
me more of the first one in the series.. This game is fun when you're bored, but it also lags a bit so it's very frustrating when
you're bored.. Story is very well done. Characters are nice and their voice-over is just right (a little buggy sometimes).
Peaceful landscapes gave me childhood vibes.
One of things that just doesn't let me call it a masterpiece is lack of polishing, I've completed it in 12-hour run and encountered
quite a number of bugs, some of them were even gamebreaking, but that's something I can forgive.
I've enjoyed this game way more than Deponia. Want to see more of it, even though maybe not getting a sequel is the right
thing, they're unnecessary.. I play a lot of puzzle games. This one is incredibly entertaining and challenging. A step UP from the
previous Dreamals by a considerable degree, and the previous one was challenging at times as well, however repetitive.
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Very polished for an EA game. Great, frenetic local multiplayer. Excited to try online multiplayer but sadly could not find
anyone to play with. The Target Test mode is also a nice addition for anyone looking for some laid back solo fun. Heartily
recommend this for all tank aficionados.. Heads up.... Doesnt work on windows 7!!! windows 10 only. The best Total War to
date. Fight me.. Microcosm is a vr voxel tool, and for early access it seems like a great start. It lacks a few key features, such as
undo, but I'd expect the dev is aware and will want to put that in before the full release.. Crashes at the same level everytime. No
way to make it past that level, it quits before you can save. Save your money and buy something else. :(. Too easy, really. Some
of the power-ups are completely unnecessary. It will take you 4-5 runs max to get all achievements except one. That last one
requires you to destroy 10 000 planes. That kind of grind is huge minus in my book. There are far better shooters out there, so I
can\u2019t recommend this one.. I'm always on the lookout for games that don't rely on combat as a game mechanic to carry the
story, and Heaven's Vault is now at the top of that list for me. I spend so much time going through my untranslated phrases after
I finish a location just to see if I can solve them now. If you're a fan of puzzle games with a puzzle system that feels well
integrated with a seamless transition to the story, I super recommend this game.. Great start for an early access game

Pros+
-FREE
-Great quality
-Lots of potential
-Great Bowling

Cons-
-Content, there is very little to do in these early stages
-Server stability, after one game of bowling the server crashed
-No multiplayer bowling yet
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